BEPs MAKE PROJECTS COUNT FOR
DEVELOPMENT
Building the construction industry is a collective effort.
Are you a Built Environment Professional or BEP? BEPs have a role to play in building people for a
professional, performing and thriving construction industry that contributes more to society and the
economy.
Government is serious about empowering BEPs to contribute by building this contribution into delivery
on construction projects above R60 million. This unique opportunity is created through the Best Practice
Project Assessment Scheme, known simply as the cidb B.U.I.L.D. Programme. The Programme was
published into law by Public Works and Infrastructure Minister, Patricia de Lille in Government Gazette
47326 dated 18 September 2020.
The gazette makes it law for all clients executing construction projects from R60 million up, to add social
and economic development goals to the deliverables of the project when calling for tenders. This makes
contributing easy because BEPs can now include the cost of development in their tender.
This way, contribution to social development becomes a measure of success for both client consulting
agencies when accounting for project delivery.

IMPLEMENTING CLIENTS
Different clients will start applying this law at different times according to the schedule gazetted by the
Minister. As a consulting agent please familiarise yourself with the schedule.

BEPs WILL CONTRIBUTE TO SET
STANDARDS
Consulting agencies will contribute to the Standard for
Developing Skills Through Infrastructure Projects, declared by
the Minister as part of the cidb B.U.I.L.D Programme. Over time
more standards will be introduced.
The aim of the Standard is to help to increase the pool of
qualified, skilled people and where required professionally
registered people, through training on professional services,
design and build, or engineering and construction works
contracts. It establishes a minimum contract skills development
goal which is to be achieved in the performance of a contract
in relation to the provision of different types of workplace
opportunities through a project. For its beneficiaries, the
outcome of these opportunities is:
1. A part or full occupational qualification registered on the
National Qualification Framework.
2. A national diploma registered on the National Qualification
Framework.
3. Registration in a professional category by one of the
professional bodies.
Development support provided in terms of the standard for
developing skills is set at a maximum of 0.25% of the project’s
contract value.

YOUR CONTRIBUTION BENEFITS
THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE
More specifically, graduates seeking workplace experience and
young professionals seeking candidacy stand to benefit.

LET’S BUILD A
WORLD CLASS SA
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY WHERE
EVERYONE CAN
BENEFIT.
IT’S IN OUR HANDS.
For more information visit:
www.cidb.org.za or contact 086 100 2423

